
In Collection: Prepare to Leave Modern
Civilization - A Comprehensive Guide for
Escapists
In the hustle and bustle of modern life, it's not uncommon to feel a longing
for something different. The constant grind of work, the endless stream of
information, and the relentless pace of technology can take a toll on our
well-being. For some, the solution is to escape civilization altogether. But
before you pack your bags and head for the hills, there are a few things you
need to know.

This comprehensive guide will provide you with everything you need to
know about leaving modern civilization. We'll cover topics such as:
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* Planning your escape * Choosing a destination * Packing for survival *
Building shelter * Finding food and water * Staying safe and healthy
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Planning Your Escape

The first step to leaving civilization is to plan your escape. This involves
deciding where you want to go, how you're going to get there, and what
you're going to do when you arrive.

Choosing a Destination

There are many different places where you can escape civilization. Some
popular destinations include:

* Remote islands * Deserted beaches * Unpopulated forests * Mountain
ranges * Rural villages

When choosing a destination, it's important to consider your skills and
experience. If you're a novice survivalist, you'll want to choose a destination
that's relatively easy to access and navigate. As you gain experience, you
can gradually move on to more challenging destinations.

Getting There

Once you've chosen a destination, you need to figure out how you're going
to get there. This may involve hiking, backpacking, boating, or flying. If
you're traveling to a remote location, you may need to arrange for
transportation with a local guide or tour operator.

What to Do When You Arrive

Once you've arrived at your destination, you need to start thinking about
how you're going to survive. This involves finding shelter, food, and water.
You also need to be prepared to deal with the challenges of living in a



remote environment, such as extreme weather conditions and dangerous
animals.

Packing for Survival

One of the most important things to do before leaving civilization is to pack
for survival. This means bringing everything you need to stay alive,
including:

* Food and water * Shelter * Clothing and gear * Tools and equipment *
First-aid supplies * Hygiene products

The specific items you pack will depend on your destination and the length
of your stay. However, it's always better to be over-prepared than under-
prepared.

Building Shelter

Once you've arrived at your destination, you need to build shelter. This will
provide you with protection from the elements and a place to sleep. There
are many different types of shelters you can build, depending on your skills
and the materials available. Some popular options include:

* Tents * Tarps * Lean-tos * Log cabins * Dugouts

Finding Food and Water

Finding food and water is essential for survival. There are many different
ways to find food in the wild, including:

* Hunting * Fishing * Gathering plants * Foraging for insects



You can also find water in the wild by:

* Collecting rainwater * Digging wells * Purifying water from rivers or lakes

Staying Safe and Healthy

Living in a remote environment can be dangerous. There are many
potential hazards to be aware of, such as:

* Wild animals * Poisonous plants * Extreme weather conditions * Disease

To stay safe and healthy, it's important to take precautions, such as:

* Wearing proper clothing and gear * Avoiding contact with wild animals *
Eating only safe food and water * Getting regular exercise * Staying clean

Leaving civilization can be a daunting prospect, but it's also an incredibly
rewarding one. By following the tips in this guide, you can prepare yourself
for a successful and fulfilling life off the grid.
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